Application of optical flow algorithms to laser speckle imaging.
Since of its introduction in 1980s, laser speckle imaging has become a powerful tool in flow imaging. Its high performance and low cost made it one of the preferable imaging methods. Initially, speckle contrast measurements were the main algorithm for analyzing laser speckle images in biological flows. Speckle contrast measurements, also referred as Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging (LSCI), use statistical properties of speckle patterns to create mapped image of the blood vessels. In this communication, a new method named Laser Speckle Optical Flow Imaging (LSOFI) is introduced. This method uses the optical flow algorithms to calculate the apparent motion of laser speckle patterns. The differences in the apparent motion of speckle patterns are used to identify the blood vessels from surrounding tissue. LSOFI has better spatial and temporal resolution compared to LSCI. This higher spatial resolution enables LSOFI to be used for autonomous blood vessels detection. Furthermore, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) based LSOFI can be used for quasi real time imaging.